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Absorbent Theatre Mat
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Nordiska - Absorbent Theatre Mat
Suitable for use under the operating table

Dual-sided
Allows the mat to absorb, store and bind fluid 
through both sides

Superabsorbent Core 
Absorbs and retains liquids in a safe and 
hygienic manner

Polypropylene non-woven fabric outer layer 
Provides a fatigue resistant cover, while allowing 
fluid to pass through into the core

Single-use 
Non-sterile 
Latex-free

External Dimensions 75cm x 36cm

Capacity Up to 8 litres 

Pack Size 100 pieces (mats) per box 

Product Code 95922 

NDC SKU 235551 
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Absorbent anti-slip mat
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Safehold - Anti-slip disposable absorbent floor mat - Instructions for use
The anti-slip disposable absorbent floor mat is always used with the blue (3-litre mat) side in 
contact with the floor, and the white side facing up... so the user is standing with their feet on 
the white side.

Once wet, capillary action on the blue side of the mat will hold the mat in place, 
preventing movement and helping to prevent slips.

This capillary action also means the mat can be thrown down on to an already wet floor - it 
will start to absorb and ‘suck the water up’.

Once used, the mat can be safely incinerated 

Dual-sided
Allows the mat to absorb, store and bind fluid through both sides

Single-use 
Non-sterile 
Latex-free

For more information, please contact our Fannin UK office on: 01453 874130
External Dimensions 5   8cm x 100cm

Capacity 3 litres per m2

Pack Size 60 pieces (mats) per box 

Product Code FHCAM2 

Mats must be used white side up, i.e. stand on the white side, with the blue side facing down

NDC SKU  235544
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